Abstract. The simplification of two dimensional approaches in singular finite elements has promoted the method to be used in the formulation of stress intensity factor (SIF) of multiple cracks in finite body. The effect of shielding and amplification are considered in defining the SIF. As been observed, the current available analytical approximations are more restricted to several assumptions. The more accurate and less restricted method has motivated this study. This paper presents the investigation of singular finite elements applied in two dimensional finite element models subjected to different crack-width ratio and cracks interval ratio. The newly finite element formulations are resulted with good agreement with theoretical statement compared to analytical solution. The weak points of presented analytical solution are discussed regards to the influence of crack width ratio and cracks interval ratio.
Introduction
The advancement of fracture mechanics has contributed much in brittle failure problem solving. The introduction of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) has enriched the understanding of structural failure mechanism in the aspect of design, operation and failure prevention with assumption of elastic behavior domination in materials. Brittle failures in structures are susceptible mostly made of high-strength materials which have low resistance to the presence of stress concentration features such as notch and crack. A high-strength material means to posses low toughness and can easily weakened by notch or crack to trigger the failures [1] . In other words, the more quantity of stress concentration features in a body, the more weakened spot exist, thus added to faster crack growth initiation and accelerate the failure in faster mode. Therefore, more understanding on multiple cracks in structural failures are crucial. This paper presents the computation of stress intensity factor (SIF) for multiple cracks since SIF is the main fracture parameter to translate the failure mechanism in brittle fracture. To the author's knowledge and observations, most of numerical solution is based on single crack as a basis of SIF prediction and not much numerical effort on the same case. The single crack justification cannot be used to solve multiple cracks problem since it involved crack interaction such as shielding and amplification effects. To comprehend the SIF formulation prior to the development of numerical solution, a comprehensive evaluation of published analytical SIF formulation for multiple cracks is conducted.
Numerical Formulation of Stress Intensity Factor
Stress intensity factor can be obtained using analytical, numerical and experimental approach, which documented in details in [1, 2] . In the case of multiple cracks problem, geometrical and material parameters have reported to contribute much in SIF prediction. This approach is start by establishing the FE model as depicted in Fig. 1(a) . The two equal parallel cracks are designated as crack 1, C 1 and crack 2, C 2 , and their lengths are 1 a and 2 a respectively. For two parallel cracks in a finite width body, the analytical stress intensity factor formula formulated by [3] is benchmarked. The important issue which differs from single crack is the existence of cracks interaction in fracture analysis. Analytically, Jiang [4] has addressed a set of shape correction factor F n of two parallel straight edge cracks in finite body with proposed specific analytical formula of SIF determination. Apparently, the formulation is observed to have limitation in accurately define the reduction of SIF as the both cracks getting closer even though the proposed analytical formulation is formed by intensive numerical analysis. As a research gap is concerned, another improved numerical analysis is needed to bridge the gap through newly finite element formulation. The SIF formulation is based on the creation of singular element at the crack tip based on quadratic isoparametric finite element developed by Barsoum [5, 6] , as depicted in Fig. 1(b) . The singularity is obtained by shifting the mid-side node the ¼ point close to the crack tip. Fig. 1 (b) also shows the details of two dimensional 8 node quadrilateral isoparametric elements. To calculate the SIF, the elements are assumed to be in rigid body motion and constant strain modes. The master element mapping in Cartesian space is transformed into curvilinear space using Jacobian transformation which used to interpolate the displacement within the elements [7] . The stiffness matrix of the element is evaluated using twodimensional integral based on Gaussian quadrature approach. The plate is constructed with a consideration of singular element, which has been assigned to both crack tips C 1 and C 2 . The plate is uni-axially far-field loaded. Fig. 1(c) shows the path creation along the crack surfaces and the element nodes location. A path along crack face is set to five nodes, where the first node must be the first node at the crack tip and followed by two nodes at the upper crack face and lower crack face. Theoretically, high gradients of singular stress-strain and deformation fields are concentrated at both crack tips. The same parameter is fixed for displacement near the crack tip. The SIF calculation is limited to linear elastic problem with a homogeneous, isotropic material near the crack region. The SIF determination is based on Eq. 1. (1 ) 2
where, E=Young Modulus, 3 4 κ ν = − for plain stress, 3 4 /1 κ ν ν = − − for plain strain, v is displacements in a local Cartesian coordinate system and ν is Poisson's ratio. For comparison, the analytical SIF Jiang [4] solution is employed and expressed as:
where 0 K a
K is SIF of plain specimen and σ total load applied to the specimen with different crack width ratio, a/w and crack interval b/a.
Results and Discussion
Two parallel edge cracks interaction will mainly referred to shielding effect rather than amplification effect. The crack interaction is proportional to the magnitude of non-dimensional
The crack interaction will only exist when b/a < 3 [3, 4] . Fig. 2 shows the relationship of the non-dimensional SIF / I o K K between FE formulation which based on ¼ point displacement method [5] and analytical formulation by Jiang [4] . In general, the accuracy of both methods is moderately identical. The crack interaction is dominated by shielding effect; both methods depicted an increase of crack interaction as the crack interval b/a reduces. Inversely, as the crack interval increases, the crack interaction is slowly reduces and almost neglected. This inconsistency is expected to cause by the improper singularity meshing and full FE multiple cracks model is not considered during numerical simulation, thus reduction of crack interval effect is not fully accounted. As observed, the analytical formulation is developed based on strain energy release rate with J integral path independent measurement. As long as the elastic behavior is considered, the calculation of non-dimensional SIF will experience the same stress-strain distribution and concentration, thus assumed to be in the same magnitude. Theoretically, the above statement will only be true if the crack interval ratio is very small and very close to each other. Then, both cracks can be treated as single crack. 
Conclusion
In this study, the SIF of equal and parallel cracks in finite body was evaluated using finite element method. By using ¼ point displacement method with proper mesh generation technique and singularity element at the crack tips, the relationship between crack length to width ratio and cracks interval to crack length ratio is discussed. The influence of mechanical crack interaction is given much attention to react with the changes of SIF at the crack tip as well as observed comparatively with the existing analytical SIF formulation of multiple cracks. The results show that the interaction of two cracks is directly influence the reduction of SIF magnitude at the crack tips. 
